GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS


Booth and advertising spaces will be allocated in the order bookings are received.



Bookings must be in written form and must be received by the ÖKV at least 8 weeks before the
show date.



The show organisation has full discretion to allocate booth spaces. Requests for spaces will be
taken into account where possible.



The organiser reserves the right to refuse bookings without stating reasons. The booking party
will be informed of a refusal in writing.



The renter will receive an order confirmation after making a booking.



The renter agrees to use the booth and banner spaces exclusively for his own presentation and
advertising purposes; brokerage of sales, initiation of sales, and actual sales of puppies and adult
dogs are explicitly prohibited.



The given price per m² is solely for rental of space. The exhibitor shall supply walls and
facilities (furniture, lighting, etc.) for the booth himself.



Renters of booth or advertising space may not fully or partially cede booth or advertising space
to third parties either for pay or free of charge.



Advertising materials and samples may only be distributed from or directly in front of the rented
booth.



Leasing of booth spaces to veterinary doctors is limited to advertising presentations and does
not permit "practising" (examination, treatment, vaccination, chipping, etc.) on site.



The minimum booking size for booth spaces is 9 m² (depth 3m)



Unless stated otherwise, prices are for the full duration of the show and do not include 20%
VAT.



Payments shall be made without charges to the recipient, i.e. any charges must be paid by the
transferring party.



Payments for booth and banner spaces must be received by the ÖKV 14 days before the show
begins.



Cancellation of bookings of booth and advertising space is only permitted in written form and
subject to the following cancellation fees:
Cancellation received up to 14 days before the beginning of the show: 50% of the order value,
Cancellation received less than 14 days before the beginning of the show: 80% of the order
value.



The exhibitor is responsible for obtaining insurance against fire, theft, liability, damages to
show goods, and other risks.



The place of jurisdiction and performance is Mödling.

